
Waiver of Liability 

Name:     _____________________________________   Email: ________________________________ 

Address:  _________________________________________________      Phone:  __________________ 

I am a competent adult and have voluntarily chosen to attend the Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) 
Skills training class hosted by the Florida Borderline Personality Disorder Association (FBPDA).  This class 
is intended to teach the DBT skills to those who would otherwise not have access to such services.   

By signing this agreement, I acknowledge and understand that this is in no way intended to be a 
replacement of clinical services including individual therapy, group therapy, or any other therapeutic or 
crisis services I may benefit from or need.  Although this class is run by clinicians, I understand that the 
clinicians facilitating the class are not a part of my clinical team.  I understand they are not accessible to 
me outside of the class.   

I understand that it is recommended that I have an individual therapist or other provider who help me 
create a crisis plan and would be helping me with any clinical needs.  I agree that in the event of an 
emergency I will contact this provider, follow my crisis plan, call 911, or go to my nearest emergency 
room.  I will on no way hold the FBPDA or clinicians facilitating the class liable or responsible for my 
safety and wellbeing. 

As a participant of this class, I agree to comply with the class rules.  These rules are intended to ensure a 
safe learning environment for all participants.  I understand that if I do not follow the class rules the 
FBPDA has the right to deny my participation in this group.  The class rules are as follows: 

1. I will not discuss any suicidal behavior, self-harm behavior, hospitalizations or any other details 
about my symptoms or problem behaviors.

2. If I have injured myself in any way, I will cover the injury and not make it know to other 
participants attending the group.

3. I will not use any graphic or aggressive language or behaviors during the group.
4. I will not come to the class intoxicated.
5. When I attend the class, it is because I am open to seeking help and I agree to accept help.
6. I will not give any other participants direct feedback.
7. I will keep the names and other identifying information of the class participants confidential.
8. I understand that if I choose to share my personal information including my phone number 

with another class participant this is because I freely chose to.  Class leaders will not share this 
information.

__________________________    ________    ________ 
Signature                                             Date   

  ____________________    
FBPDA Staff            Date 
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